Sculpture As Divine Emanations: Daniel Rothbart
A Jewish American Artist in Rome
by Emanuele Coen

The author of a fascinating study on the rapport between Jewish
metaphysics and abstract art in the United States, now exhibits his mysterious
bronze sculptures, drawing on the four worlds of cabbalistic symbolism

Greenpoint, Brooklyn: a neighborhood inhabited largely by Poles, Italians, and Jews. In the
background, on the opposite bank of the East River, stands the Empire State Building. Here, in
one of the ex-factories where literati have taken up residence, a young New York artist of Jewish
ancestry, Daniel Rothbart, lives and works. A complex, multifaceted personality, he studied
sculpture at the Rhode Island School of Design and Columbia University. Then he began to
travel, in Canada, in Europe, but above all in Italy, where he lived for three years in Naples and
Rome. In 1994 he founded Semiotic Street Situations, Inc., through which he gives form to his
conception of art, and in Italy published his manifesto: Jewish Metaphysics As Generative
Principle in American Art, a highly controversial book, defined by Jonathan Napack in the New
York Observer as “the Most Obscure Yet Weirdly Fascinating Art Book...” Rothbart discusses
American postwar abstract art in relation to the disillusionment of many Jewish artists and
intellectuals with socialist ideas, which also regard the arts (realism), after the Hitler-Stalin Pact
of 1939. He maintains that American abstraction was profoundly influenced by metaphysical
symbolism or cabbala and the Jewish iconoclastic tradition, which forbids the making of
idolatrous images. This argument, if systematically applied, would radically change our
perspective on art history.

But Daniel Rothbart is also an artist, a sculptor. His works in bronze, exhibited in October at
New York’s Lee Arthur Studio, can now be seen, from the January 27, at Planita (Via di Ripetta,
22) in an exhibition entitled Worlds. Rothbart’s sculpture and installations, which appertain to
the most ancient forms of ritual, are closely tied to an historical / philosophical undertaking
which oscillates between the contemporary and the ancient (bronze - the material used - is a case
in point). To this effect, Carla Subrizi, author of the brief catalog essay, comments, “they
don’t...dominate a place, redefining it in its architectural characteristics and spatial peculiarities.
The sculptures rather propose themselves like totem objects, places where past and present
converge, places of material, thought, and reinvented holiness which extend beyond any
catechizing mythology.”

And the Semiotic Street Situations, vessels arranged on the ground, in the open, speak of an
effort to reestablish contact, a nexus, albeit transitory, between objects, returned to their simplicity, and the urban environment, reproducing the Sephirot and the Worlds, the four worlds of cabbalistic symbolism.
Late Antiquity

The cabbala made its first appearance in Palestine and Egypt during the first years of
Christianity, influenced by late Hellenistic, Iranian, and Persian culture. The Sefer Ha Bahir
(Book of Bahir), written in the south of France in the 12th century, is the oldest cabbalistic literary work. Two symbolic elements are described in the Sefer Ha Bahir; the Sephirot, or divine
emanations, and a “secret tree,” from which souls blossom forth into the world. Our universe,

according to the cabbala, is not the first, but derived from a preexisting one. God is depicted as
an all penetrating light, and the process of creating the universe is described as the expansion
and contraction of a point of light. The Sephirot are concentric circles (those of Rothbart’s
Semiotic Street Situations), and the first ten form the divine emanations: Keter (crown), Binah
(intelligence), Hokmah (wisdom), Gevurah (power), Gedullah (greatness), Tiferet (beauty), Hod
(majesty), Nezah (resistance), Yesod (foundation), and Malkhut (kingdom). Together they form
one of the four divine worlds, that of ‘Atsiluth, a configuration in continuous movement.
Another important element is the vessel (present in a terra-cotta work of 1992, L’equilibrio
della pace), in which the Sephirot transform themselves during the third phase of creation. But
perhaps the most suggestive image in the cabbala is that of the tree of the Sephirot, which
reproduces the structure of the ten divine emanations. In Jewish mysticism, the tree paradoxically represents growth from high to low, spiritual aspirations coupled with an attachment to
earthly rhythms, present in the Zionist desire for a return to the soil

